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       For me, I feel like if a woman doesn't find me attractive 'cause I'm
taking care of myself, then that's not the woman I want. 
~Ginuwine

I'm very critiqueful of my own stuff, and I kick everybody out the studio
when I'm singing, no one is in the studio, it's just me and the engineers,
no one else in the studio when I'm doing my thing. 
~Ginuwine

Once your motivation is killed, it's kind of hard to revive it and bring it
back to life. 
~Ginuwine

If you're talking triple threat of a writer, singer and actress, that would
probably be BeyoncÃ©. If Aaliyah were still here, she and BeyoncÃ©
would be neck and neck. 
~Ginuwine

If it sounds good to me and I hate my voice, so if I'm willing to listen to
my voice over and over again, it's a hit. Guaranteed it'll be a hit. 
~Ginuwine

I think the legacy I'll leave on music is just an artist that went out here
and gave 100%. 
~Ginuwine

I want a woman that wants me to take care of myself because truly, that
tells a lot about you. And if you don't take care of yourself how can you
take care of a woman? How can you take care of kids? 
~Ginuwine

Is there any more Room for me in those Jeans. 
~Ginuwine
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I always loved music and I always loved to perform, and that's my
favorite part, to perform; my favorite part is not the studio, I can't stand
the studio. 
~Ginuwine

That's what I try to do, my wife and I, we try to, not shelter them [kids],
but still not contribute to the delinquency of a minor. 
~Ginuwine

I'm the kind of cat that can finish three songs in a day. Two or three
songs in a day. If my voice is up to it and I feel up to it, I can finish two
or three songs in a day. 
~Ginuwine

Sometimes I listen to the radio and I can't believe some of the stuff that
I'm hearing that everyone is loving. So it's a task that we've got to
conquer and we have to make sure that we pass the test. 
~Ginuwine

To get nominated, and a lot of people get nominated and say they're
glad to be nominated but I wanna win! I want to win! 
~Ginuwine

I think you have a lot of examples on TV of what not to do, you don't
have a lot of examples of what to do. 
~Ginuwine

I just don't like my voice in the studio, and I just don't like the studio, I'm
not a studio-head. And that's why you don't get so much material from
me. 
~Ginuwine

Wear that cologne, shave your face, shave your head, cut your nails,
you know...take care of yourself. 
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~Ginuwine

Always making sure I'm clean. And that's truly what it's about. I think it's
a lot of misconceptions about what a man is, what a thug is, and all that
kind of stuff. 
~Ginuwine

I got to keep moving, I've got to keep living and I've got to keep
working. 
~Ginuwine

What excites me is doing shows now. I don't really get excitement from
doing music because you never know what your music is going to
bring. It seems like now it's all for nothing. 
~Ginuwine

My strength has always been slow songs, so I never deviated from that,
I always took care of my base and that's just doing slow songs and just
pouring out my heart in songs. 
~Ginuwine

I always tell people you can take the thugest thug in the world, and if
you put a suit on him, he'll act different, trust me. 
~Ginuwine

I never claimed to be the best singer, I never claimed to be the best
dancer, but I do claim to be the person that can put them together best. 
~Ginuwine

I think the legacy that I'll leave is just a great entertainer, and that's
what I want to be remembered as, a great entertainer. 
~Ginuwine

My drive is still cool, it's not like how when I first began. I don't think
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anyone's drive is the same. 
~Ginuwine

One reason is because I was not being recognized the way I thought I
should be recognized, so I stopped putting so much into what I was
doing 'cause I was like 'Oh they don't care about it anyway...' 
~Ginuwine

When you are starting out you're inspired by so many different things,
you just want to be the best, man...and you're just so ambitious; your
drive is just at a million! 
~Ginuwine

The reason why I play around with the word legend is because this is
my 7th CD and a lot of artists don't even make it that far. Many artists
don't even pass three or four. 
~Ginuwine

I think doing shows with other R&B artists like myself brings the
attention to the crowd. You can't just do those one artist shows
anymore. I don't like just me being on the show. 
~Ginuwine

I believe artists are too focused on the younger crowd. Why would you
want to focus on them? Let them do what they do. You continue to do
what you do. 
~Ginuwine

I was trying to find my way into the music business still, but I didn't want
to portray something that I wasn't. I really wanted to be just me. 
~Ginuwine

The internet has really messed everyone up. It has its ups and downs,
but for a music artist it's a killer. 
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~Ginuwine

My favorite cut is probably "Drink of Choice," and it was done by Bryan
Michael Cox, it's a metaphorical type song, about a woman being a
drink. I'll let your mind wander with that one. 
~Ginuwine

I would like to get nominated for a Grammy, but I don't set out to do that
anymore, though, 'cause I never felt like I got my just due in the
business, period anyway. 
~Ginuwine

I never set out now to get a Grammy, or get an American Music Award,
but it still is nice to be recognized. 
~Ginuwine

Just wanting to be more of an example, but letting them know also that
I made mistakes when I was a kid; and I'm not expecting you to be
perfect. 
~Ginuwine

Everything's a 360 and that's what's so funny about life now, and
they're right at that age and I have teenagers now, and I'm like 'Wow I
remember when I did that.' Aint nothing new. 
~Ginuwine

If I'm nominated [for Grammy] I would love to win, and get up on the
stage and just say thank you. It would be a great closing, for me, a
great closing to a great career. 
~Ginuwine

You could have a kid that is going to get in trouble a little bit, and you
can teach them as much as you can, and hopefully they'll go the right
way. 
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~Ginuwine

Honestly I can truly say, it would be, nice, but I don't feel like I got to get
a Grammy or something to feel official. I'm cool but it would be nice
Grammy Awards! 
~Ginuwine

I think, as an artist I done conquered every way that you can go, as far
as with creativeness, and directions and love, and you pissed off or,
your happy. 
~Ginuwine

It's always good to have your fan base and to continue to do what you
love to do and making a living and seeing the people and travel and do
everything, it's always a great thing for me. 
~Ginuwine

I'm saying, that just kept, messing it up for everybody! And then
everybody on your team doesn't have that drive that you have. 
~Ginuwine

Everybody has their own little thing, but I don't do that. But my wife
might take care of my nails or something, but I'm always groomed, I'm
always, making sure I smell good. 
~Ginuwine

By the grace of God alone, I was able to still focus, when it was time for
me to do my job, and I think I've done it pretty good, and I know I can
buckle down even more. 
~Ginuwine

Right and a true woman will see that. And I have kids, so I'm always
telling my sons...shower! 
~Ginuwine
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There's something about that suit, he'll feel like, 'Whoa,' he'll feel like a
different person, and that's what it's about. 
~Ginuwine

You're your worst critic, and I don't like the way I sound on the mic. 
~Ginuwine

I mean the business is just so rough man, people always think the
business is easy, and the business is very rough. This is probably the
worst business that you can get in, as far as, business-wise. 
~Ginuwine

It's probably easier for rappers as far as a respect level. 'Cause with
singers, the powers that be tend to feel that we're stupid. 
~Ginuwine

There are some songs we do, like "Last Chance," I love it! But
sometimes you just don't like your voice on certain things. 
~Ginuwine

Sometimes I do, sometimes I don't. But while I'm doing vocal in a
studio, I can't stand it. 
~Ginuwine

So that's where it differs for me now, it's the creativity, versus, the
raunchiness from back in the days. So I just try to be more creative
nowadays. 
~Ginuwine
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